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Cooperation —
and money
can solve water problem
in Jefferson-Chalmers
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Achieving these goals wiU require
a dedicated organization with professional staff. Neighborhoods like
St. Anne's, Grandmont-RosedaIe,
Corktown and Midtown have flourished due to their organizations focused on their progress.
Comprehensive solutions developed in Jefferson-Chalmers will require signtficant and dedicated longterm
resources,
including
appropriations at the city, state and
federal levels, along with early and
sustained support from the philanthropic commiinity. The work will
not only have ripple effects through
the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department and the Great Lakes Water
Authority, but can also serve as an
international demonstration project
for what a 21st century sustainable
community should look Uke.
Jefferson-Chalmers residents are
88 percent African-Ainerican. A third
live in poverty. Aged and failing infrasti'ucture had an even greater impact as demonstrated last June confirmed by GLWAs independent
report. Ttie event across the southern portions ofthe service area, particularly in the east, far exceeded designed capacity."
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Solutions will need to take into account and involve upstream neighbors, making it also multi-jurisdiictional andbeyond the purview ofany
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Breaking down biireaucratic, programmatic, and funding sUos to address the intersectionality of these
challenges must be the cornerstone.
Gary Brown s comment about GLWA's report should be lauded, but
it's also important to note that for
the $2.75 miUion spent on the report, you could buy a nule of seawall
along Fox Creek. And, while residents are organizing, they should be
supported in those efforts with
funding sources asking how they
can help.
A Jefferson-Chalmers water project, similar m scope and scale to the
Rouge restoration, is large enough
so that any and every interested
stakeholder —
residents, businesses, elected officials, public ageacies,
nonprofits —
can have a seat at the
table, working in an unprecedented
coUaboration seeking solutions that
wUl unlock economic opportunity.
The experience with the Rouge suggests a model for how that can happen.

